
More thoughts on humility. 

 

The Rule says that our relationship with God starts with fear of God and ends in that perfect Love that 

casts out all fear. 

The first word of the Rule is Listen. 

My Call has become a Call to follow Christ and I have found Christ’s teachings to be so radical, possibly 

even subversive on some levels, that I am drawn into a faith in which Christ can really come to abide in 

me. I believe that Christ abiding in me is true whether I abide in Christ or not but the Love is a Calling 

that I have to consciously answer.  

Matthew 11:29 has Jesus telling us “Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and 

humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.” 

What, then, is humility? 

I have chosen to quote Karl Rahner’s formulation: “The disposition of the human being who, conscious 

of his radical distance from God, who is perfect Being, has gratefully and courageously taken to himself 

God’s self-emptying in his Son (Phil. 2:2-8) and the transformation (elevation) therein revealed of the 

little and the weak of this world into the great of the kingdom of God. This humble self-acceptance is 

expressed particularly in acceptance (forgiveness, endurance) of the weakness of one’s fellow man and 

in readiness to serve him and God.” 

About this definition I will quote the thoughts of Fr. Hugh Feiss, OSB, “Humility is a disposition, a virtue 

or habit of heart that permeates one’s whole outlook. It is an outlook of human beings. Humility is 

related to the Latin word “humus” which means earth or ground. The word “human” comes from the 

sent root. Humility is to recognize the earthiness of human existence. Humility recognizes that we are 

created to be with all natural things and all people, in an interconnected web of life. Our ultimate 

ground is God, who is radically distant, but nevertheless present wherever God’s creative power is at 

work. This God who is utterly transcendent and imminent brings human beings and all else into 

existence: otherwise they are not. Our greatness and our fragility and limits spring from the same 

source. One might even say they are ultimately identical. We are something, somebody, but 

derivatively, by the gift of Another. 

John Cassian produced a list of indicators that could verify the presence of humility. Michael Casey says 

about that, ”In the context of Cassian’s designation of the different forms of humility as manifestations 

or indicators, the behavioral expressions listed are to be seen more as pointers to an inward growth that 

has already taken place, than as infallible means of achieving it. Humility is an interior quality…..He is 

offering a description of the normal changes seen at the level of attitude and behavior when a monk 

continues to go forward. The steps of humility are like milestones on the road toward God. They do not 

cause progress; they merely measure it”……..”attempting to be too humble too soon is itself a violation 

of humility.” 



“attempting to be humble,”… it is to me a concept in motion. If I assert myself, are there other 

components? If I do not assert myself, what are the other components? Components are seemingly 

endless: fear, expectations, insecurities, pride, tradition, culture, values, prejudice, attachments, 

detachments, etc. Where do willfulness and willingness have a place, and to what degree? Do I really 

want humility of am I wanting to appear humble? At the core of it, can I really know for sure? 

Merton and many others say that obedience and humility are the core of the monastic life, but, is it 

possible to engage in a graceless obedience? If so is it possible that we would not recognize it? 

If I am to be rigorously honest, should I not ask and be aware of how or how not the Rule is transcending 

my life in: 

My marriage 

My family 

Work 

Faith family 

Fellowships 

Politics 

World view 

Habits 

Diet 

Attachments 

Senses 

Desires 

Wants 

Needs 

 

The heart of the Rule is humility, and as such could be considered the heart of Christianity. I recall Fr. 

Thomas Keating saying that “Love and humility are two sides of the same coin.” Our scripture tells us 

that God is Love so it reasons that we would be wise to carefully and tenderly ask ourselves, “where is 

humility within us.” 



Speaking to obedience, I wish to quote Walter Brueggemann, “Obedience then is not to an external 

other as though imposed. Rather obedience comes to be one’s heart’s desire, a way to please the 

beloved becomes an inclination of the heart. The Enlightenment notion of command as imposition is 

completely absent here. In this new relation of covenant, the command is heart’s desire, manifestation 

of true self, and one cannot want to do otherwise, because disobedience becomes a violation of one’s 

own self.” 

I would submit that God’s call to us beckoning humility is the basis of the “Covenant Code” of Exodus 

21:1- 23:19. To again quote Brueggemann, “There are important articulations of Israel’s radical social 

vison. Thus there is protection for the “resident alien” (Exod. 22:21-23; 23:9) and for the poor of Israel 

(Exod. 22:25-27), and the prohibition of bribes. These are extremely venturesome, concrete examples of 

a beginning in egalitarian justice.” “The most extreme understanding of Sinai is that Moses sought to 

fashion procedures, structures, and values to order a genuinely egalitarian community in which the 

political processes and economic resources of the community are made available for the sake of all 

members of the community, without reference to privilege or priority. Against the elitism of Egypt, 

which predictably ended in oppression, egalitarianism intends to curb every such claim of privilege.” 

My point of reaching into Exodus in this fashion is to recognize that God has, from early Judaic law, 

called us to humility. Only through humility could a people consider such a structure to society. I would 

consider that God has been offering to His children the monastic way from the beginning. 

 

What shall our recipe for humility entail? How do you perceive your personal cake mix? Here are my 

ingredients at present. I do not know exactly what order or percentage of content they represent and 

probably never will know: 

Obedience 

Patience 

Simplicity 

Detachment 

Kenosis 

Contemplation 

Agape love 

Transfigured Love 

 

I will send a few more quotes and I hope that these notes might be helpful in our “wallering” around in, 

or immersion in our thesis of humility.  



 


